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Kate’s Corner

HAPPY FEBRUARY NFDA!
What an AMAZING Year End Banquet
we had!!!! It was a fun filled afternoon,
with great food and friends at Maggiano’s at the St John’s Town Center!
The awards were beautiful, the raffles
were AWESOME, the slide show - a hit,
and the time and energy that went into
planning the banquet was BEYOND evident. Jill and Shantel, I want to personally thank you for the amazing job you
both did and know that SO MANY
MEMBERS feel the same way! Not only were we able to award achievement in
the ring for 2012, but also able to recognize and reward outstanding achievements relating to Volunteering, Sportsmanship, Jr. Members who are amazing
ambassadors for NFDA, overcoming loss
and challenges, and awards in memory
of some amazing equine partners no
longer with us. It made me so proud of
everything each one of us did in 2012!
As we are gearing up for the second
show of our Spring Series at JEC I would
like to say how overwhelmed and excited
I am to have such a full day of rides and
a club beaming with participation and
energy for the 2013 show season! Personally, I am thrilled that we are at JEC
and have the eyes of a new judge, as well
as the opportunity to ride on Sunday in
classes and in a mini-clinic!
It is VERY IMPORTANT that I com-

municate the following information to
you as it relates to our November Championship Show 2013. In the spirit of inclusion, and serving our members who
compete in multiple showing endeavors,
the Board has voted to allow DOTFC
scores for April 2013 to count as QUALIFYING scores for our NFDA Championship Show. This will be clearly outlined in the awards program guidelines,
however, if you are showing DOTFC
and have declared your class to be a
USDF Qualifying Class, with a simple
declaration to NFDA awards chair Jill
Morris onthebit@morrisholdings.com
prior to the ride and a $5.00 check to
NFDA, your ride will count toward
NFDA Championships! It is the hope of
the Board that this will encourage more
participation from NFDA members at
our Championships at all levels!
It seems amazing that as early as February we have had temperatures in the 80s
and this weekend we will see it drop to
as low as 35 in some areas. As the
weather is in such flux it is always important to remember how these drastic
changes affect our equine partners.
Some horses are particularly sensitive to
the ups and downs of the North Florida
Climate. Often times a bran mash with
mineral oil is a good idea to make sure
things keep moving in the right direction,
and of course a nice warm blanket also
helps get through those chilly nights too!

nfda

In closing, PLEASE RENEW
YOUR MEMBERSHIP at
www.nfladressage.com. We
will only send out ONE MORE
newsletter and important blast e
-mails for 30 more days to the
2012 members!!! NFDA is
gearing up for an amazing 2013
with fun plans on the horizon!
You don’t want to miss out!!!
I hope that spring is treating
you and your horses well and
that this upcoming “arctic blast”
is the last!
Thanks NFDA!
See you on the Centerline!
~Kate

What are brilliant orange, with black and
white markings, that live no more than a
few weeks?
Monarch Butterflies can be found throughout the US, Hawaii and West of the Rocky
Mountains.
Monarch butterflies survive in different habitats through the warm months versus the
cold months. In the spring, summer and
early fall, they can be found wherever there
are wildflowers called milkweed plants.
These plants have toxins that are harmless
to the caterpillars and deadly to predators
and are the only plant that the caterpillars
find edible. Monarchs lay their eggs on the
underside of milkweeds where their amazing babies take form. Once the eggs have
hatched after approximately four days of
being laid by the female, the little ones
start munching away ferociously and grow
very fast. During the caterpillar stage, skin
is shed five times as the body outgrows the
outer protection. Under that skin awaits
another that fits snuggly until the caterpillar
grows again. About 9-14 days after hatching from the egg, the caterpillar will be
about 2” long, thus fully grown.
Once the caterpillar is fully grown, it crawls
on a journey about 20-30 feet away from
the milkweed until it finds a safe place to
rest. The amazing part of this stage is that
the little creature creates a silk like mat
from the end opposite from the head, attaching its body to this spot then allows
itself to drop head first and hangs in a Jhook shape for about a day.
Now the metamorphosis begins.
The caterpillar sheds
the last skin to reveal
the chrysalis that is a
brilliant green casing.
This casing hardens
and acts as a protective shell, shielding it
from Mother Nature’s environment. The

once 2” long caterpillar scoots up into
a chrysalis that is only about 1” long
where the soon to be butterfly rests
during the transformation. The once
mouth, used for chomping the milkweed, will become a straw like tongue
that the butterfly will use to sip the
yummy nectar for nutrition. 9-14 days
after the chrysalis was formed, you will
be able to see the orange and black
wings of the butterfly as the chrysalis
color changes from bright green to a
transparent shell. Out of nowhere, you
may be able to witness the sudden
cracks and wiggles as the butterfly
makes its way into the big world.
When the marvelous beauty emerges
out of the chrysalis, the wings are
crumpled, tiny and wet in appearance.
You will notice that the body looks fat.
As the newborn clings frantically to the
empty shell that was once home, its
mission is not complete. The fluids in
the fat body are hemo-lymph, a blood
like substance that the butterfly will
pump from the body into the wings
and then allowing them to dry in the
gentle breezes. This process takes
approximately an hour to complete,
allowing the shaping of the wings in
preparation to take flight.

How do I know which butterfly
is a girl or a
boy? It’s all in
the bottom or
hind wings.
The boys have
a thickening or
black dot that the girls do not.
These butterflies benefit Earth
by pollinating flowers and
providing excrement droppings
rich in nitrogen. A flourishing
butterfly garden of native
plants beautifies your home
and provides safe shelter, food
source, fluids and a place for
populating. Keeping your garden feel of pesticides will allow
the growth of nature and free
from human toxins that could
affect these wonders of beauty.
Genetically modified plants are
engineered to produce a toxin,
a form of bacteria that is a type
The butterfly will be old enough to maof biopesticide used by both
te within 4-7 days after the journey
conventional and organic farmfrom the protective shell beginning the
ers in allowance with EPA statnext generation life cycle. The Monues. Genetically modified
arch Butterfly males attract females by
plants such as our corn that
releasing scent chemicals that are loare being bred to be insect recated from glands on the hind legs.
sistant, do not provide the
The bright colors of the butterfly are
amount of pollen needed to
used as a defense against predators
sustain a butterflies needs.
in a form of a warning to attack at their
own risk. There are speculations and
actual science proof that there are re- Beautify your farm – purchase
milkweed plants in the fall and
gions that the butterflies migrate to.
Whether it is to Central Mexico, South- get ready for some gorgeous
ern area of California or even Puerto
butterflies!
Rico – we do not know.
Maria Barton is a long time resident of Jacksonville, FL. She is actively
involved with volunteering her time. You’ll catch her at a NFDA show, helping
her sister-in-law, Heather Rodney.

Weather we are working with a professional
trainer or on our own, each of us has our training goals and training plan in mind. For most of
us it is a thought of what we would like to
achieve and what we think we need to do to get
there. Our plan is in our heads. Progress is seen
as it comes. But how do we get the most out of
our training sessions? How do we get the most
out of our lessons? How do we get the most out
of our trainers? The answer is relatively simple.
Apply a technique based on the scientific method and keep a written record. This simple technique allows us a way to establish our goals,
formulate a plan of action, evaluate the efficiency of that plan, and reformulate the plan in
order to obtain our ultimate goals in a timely
and documented manner.
Essentially, there are five steps to the Training
Plan; one of which is static (Step 1) and four
which are dynamic and repeatedly reevaluated
and changed on a continual basis. It takes some
time to perform these tasks, but the time is well
spent considering the total amount of time and
money we invest in the training our horses (or
ourselves). Having this Training Plan will allow us to monitor our progression and advance
with more efficiency than we would do so otherwise by explicitly formulating plans to
achieve targeted goals. Keeping this written
plan in a binder at the stable also allows others
to document care/training provided in your
absence allowing you to monitor what is being
done with your horse. If you have a trainer
working with your horse ask them to become
familiar with your Training Plan and have them
document their rides in a Ride Log stating the
duration of the ride, what exactly was worked
on, any issues or concerns that were encountered and any overall grooming or care issues
or concerns. You too should document your
rides in the Ride Log, not only for your own
benefit, but to allow your trainer to see exactly
what you are doing in their absence.
The 5 Steps:
Identification of "Ultimate Goals"
Identification of "Immediate Goals"
Formulation of the "Implementation
Plan" to obtain goals
Reevaluation on weekly or monthly
basis
Reformation of the "Implementation
Plan"

Step 1. Identification of Ultimate
Goals: Write down your long term Ultimate Goals for your horse (or yourself if
it is a Riding Instruction Plan). It could
be:
Dressage - as far as we can go
Jumping - up to 4'
Combined Tests at First Level Dressage - 3'3" Show Jump Course
Three Day Eventing at Training
Level -- First Level Dressage /
3'3" XC course (3'11" brush) /
3'3" Show Jump course
The key is to be realistic for you and
your horse.
Step 2. Identification of Immediate
Goals This is what needs to be improved
upon NOW in order to advance towards
your Ultimate Goals. An example for a
horse new to dressage is below:
Goals/Plans:
 Gain muscle mass; haunches, top
line
 Increase endurance; increase distance tolerance / exercise tolerance
 Increase over all strength
 Enhance hoof condition / health
 Begin to pick up right lead more
consistently and hold right lead
 Develop acceptance of contact.
Keep a Ride Log to monitor progression
Step 3: Formulation of Plan to Obtain
Goals Essentially, what do you need to
do to make the identified goals happen?
The sample below is based on a horse
new to dressage.
The black print below indicates your stated
goals.
The blue print below indicates your planned
actions needed to reach your goals.

workouts. Walk hills. Trot sets
until winded then walk to rest,
followed by trot sets until winded.)
 Increase over all strength
(Hope to achieve through 5-6
day riding schedule with 60
minute duration or rides.)
 Enhance hoof condition /
health (Begin Supplements.
Have hoofs cleaned daily. Apply products to hoofs. Farrier
schedule every 5 weeks.)
 Begin to pick up right lead
more consistently and hold right
lead. (Hope to achieve through
overall improved strength and
conditioning. If no improvement
noted with increase exercise
tolerance, will have Chiropractic/Massage Evaluation and
Treatment done.
 Develop acceptance of
contact. (Hope to achieve
through increased muscle mass
and exercise tolerance. If still
having issues, will evaluate bit
use and possibly change bit.
Keep a Ride Log to monitor
progression (keep a daily Ride
Log recording time ridden, what
gaits were worked on, what
transitions were worked on. Any
issues. Any concerns.



Gain muscle mass; haunches, top
line (5-6 day riding schedule, increase
feed, implement supplements, etc)
 Increase endurance; increase distance tolerance / exercise tolerance (5-6
day riding schedule with 60 minute

Continued on Page 5
Lisa Beardsley, RN, BSN, is the NFDA Web
Mistress and a member of the Board of Directors. She competes with her two horses, Cool
Man Shade and Gallant in both Dressage and
Combined Training.

By Heather Rodney—NFDA Secretary/Newsletter Editor
Part II – USDF Convention Experience in New
Orleans
Thursday morning – bright and early rise. It’s
my first day at the convention! The morning
started off with Meeting number one - General Committee Chairs and Delegates meeting. This was an introduction type of meeting,
with each person introducing themselves, what
Region and State they were from and making
sure everyone understood the process that
would take place on Friday for voting.
Meeting number two – Region 3:
Kimmie Taylor opened the meeting with a
statement from the USDF regarding the various Western Dressage groups that have
formed. USDF has no preference over any of
the groups and has no stand that Western Dressage is equivalent to traditional dressage, by
means of the FEI definition. The USDF feels
that if the terminology of dressage is used (i.e.
extended trot), it must be used with the same
meaning as the USDF definition. There was
no discussion about this during our Region 3
meeting, however, during the Board of Governor’s meeting, which took place on Friday and
Saturday, a representative from the North
American Western Dressage Association stood
before the Board of the USDF and inquired,
specifically, about the USDF accepting Western Dressage as an equal. Unfortunately, the
USDF took the same stance as above – stating
that the terminology used for dressage is to
mean and be carried out as is stated in the FEI
definitions for each movement and gait.
We had a 15 minute break and off to the Educational Seminar!
Carbohydrate Conundrum: The importance of carbohydrates, and tips on how
to safely and effectively incorporate them
into any horses’ diet. This seminar was presented by
Dr. Emily
Lamprecht and
sponsored
by Nutrena.
Carbohydrates include not
only sugars, but starches and fibers. Carbs
should form the BULK of your horse’s diet,
although, there are concerns about non-

structural carbs (NSC – the sugars and starches) in some horses with certain metabolic conditions. Horses need fibers – structural carbs –
to remain healthy.
Dr. Lamprecht discussed the gastrointestinal
system to great length – literally! Did you
know that the small intestine is 72 feet long?
That is about 36% of the system. In the small
intestine, NSC, amino acids, fats and minerals
are digested over 45 to 105 minutes. The hind
gut consists of the Cecum – a large version of
our appendix and the colon. Food takes from
48-72 hours to
go through this
area, which
makes up about
64% of the digestive system.
Fibers ferment
with the help of
friendly bacteria. This results
in VFAs
(Volatile Fatty
Acids) providing about 1/3 of
our horse’s energy supply!
Horses deal with
GI upset when
too many NSCs
make it past the
small intestine into the hind gut, where they
produce gas and lactic acid. This also changes
the micro biotic community in the hind gut.
So – how many calories does your horse need?
Calories are calculated in Mega Calories
(mcal) and are based on the work load of the
horse.
Maintenance (pasture pet); 15 – 18 mcal
Light work (trail riding); 20 mcal
Moderate work (schooling, some showing); 23
mcal
Heavy work (low eventing, frequent shows);
26-27 mcal
Very heavy work (elite 3-day eventing, racing,
Grand Prix dressage); 34 mcal
Up to 20% of the calories can be fats. Fibers,
in the form of hay, should be the MOST important component. Most hays have about .74
- .94 mcal/lb. Hay analysis is available!
Feed tags are very important and contain a
plethora of information! Read the purpose

statement – what type of horse the
feed is meant for – i.e. Senior, foal,
breeding, etc. To calculate NSC in
your feed, use this formula:
lbs of feed X %NSC (add
starch and sugar amounts from label)
x 454 = grams of NSC per meal
A typical high performance ration is
about 18-22% NSC.
The seminar was quite informative!
This took us up to lunch. Since the
convention was held in the Marriott,
the local GMO had them provide us
with lunch options in various places
throughout the seminar area. It was
quick and easy to pick up a sandwich,
salad, drink and/or snacks, rather than
having to run outside to a restaurant
really quick.
Meeting number 4 – GMO Committee Meeting:
Volunteer of the Year: Our regional
representative on the committee is
Barbara Petti. Each GMO is encouraged to nominate persons for Volunteer of the Year…and it can even be a
TEAM of 2-3! Please note, however,
that there is only ONE award given
(rather than 2 to 3 separate, if a
team). This caused some discussion
regarding the “fairness” of giving one
award to a team and the team having
to ‘share’ it. Ideas of multiple
plaques, GMOs of the winning team
providing funding, etc were given. It
was decided that only one award will
be given.
Accepting GMO memberships at
Rated Shows: The idea was brought
up that show secretaries at rated/
recognized shows, be permitted to
accept GMO memberships for those
persons who are not already a USDF
member and are paying a nonmember fee. It was supported, however, creates some logistical issues,
especially in areas with more than
one GMO. Did you know that the
USDF has a Marketing Guide and
“The Benefits of Being in a GMO”
pamphlet online? Both are downloadable!
Continued on page 5

Get the Most out of Training—continued from Page 3
Step 4: Re-evaluation of Plan Evaluate the above Implementation Plan on a
weekly or monthly basis for success/progression or stagnation/failures and
reformulate a new Implementation Plan for the next week/month.
The black print below indicates your stated goals.
The blue print below indicates your planned actions needed to reach your goals.
The red print indicates the evaluation of your plan.



Gain muscle mass; haunches, top line (5-6 day riding schedule, increase
feed, implement supplements, etc) Continue with current plan of 5-6 day a
week riding schedule.
 Increase endurance; increase distance tolerance / exercise tolerance (5-6
day riding schedule with 60 minute workouts. Walk hills. Trot sets until winded then walk to rest, followed by trot sets until winded.) Extend trot sets as
tolerating current distance well. Begin Canter sets and off property work to
increase exposure to the unknown.
 Increase over all strength (Hope to achieve through 5-6 day riding schedule with 60 minute duration or rides.) Increased Strength and Endurance noted
following 4 weeks of 6 day workouts. Continue with current plan.
 Enhance hoof condition / health (Begin Supplements. Have hoofs cleaned
daily. Apply products to hoofs. Farrier schedule every 5 weeks.) Chipping and
flaking resolved. Continue with current Supplement Formula and Farrier plan.
 Begin to pick up right lead more consistently and hold right lead. (Hope to
achieve through overall improved strength and conditioning. If no improvement noted with increase exercise tolerance, will have Chiropractic/Massage
Evaluation and Treatment done.) With increase strength, right lead was ob-

tained more consistently at the end of the month. Continue with 5-6 day workouts. Correct leads appear to be
increasing with increased strength and endurance. If
any issues persists - have Chiropractic evaluate.
 Develop acceptance of contact. (Hope to achieve
through increased muscle mass and exercise tolerance.
If still having issues, will evaluate bit use and possibly
change bit.) Acceptance of bit is better, but needs to
improve. Continue with current bit and plan of 5-6 day
workouts. If issue persists, consider using different bit.
Keep a Ride Log to monitor progression (Keep a daily
Ride Log recording time ridden, what gaits were
worked on, what transitions were worked on. Any issues. Any concerns.) Ride log maintained well by
Trainer. Need to make myself write up my rides on a
more consistent basis.

Continued on page 6

USDF Convention—Part II; continued from Page 4
Insurance issues for GMOs: Anyone that the GMO
pays for a service rendered, must have their OWN insurance. We, as a GMO, need to be sure that signs are
posted as required by the state of Florida. All volunteers need to sign a release before providing service. A
list of rules should be posted on the show grounds.
Trailers – specifically equipment trailers – liability is
covered by the driver’s insurance, but physical damage
to the trailer itself, nor theft, is covered.
The day was 60%
done…stay tuned
next month for information on the
Adult Programs
meeting and
“Harmonizing With
Your Horse – presented by Hilda
Gurney”.

Get the Most out of Training—continued from Page 3
Step 5: Reformulate Plan Simply add your new "Immediate Goals" to the Training Plan. Underline and italicize the changes to highlight their addition. Then repeat the steps outlined above for
the next week/month.
 Gain muscle mass; haunches, top line
 Increase endurance; increase distance tolerance / exercise tolerance
 Increase over all strength
 Enhance hoof condition / health
 Begin to pick up right lead more consistently and hold right lead
 Develop acceptance of contact.
 Keep a Ride Log to Monitor Progression
 Begin Carrot/Treat Stretches and Shoulder/ Leg stretches to increase Range of Motion and
enhance flexibility before and after each ride
Example of A Ride Log Page: Training Level Horse

February 1, 2013
Duration of Ride
____60’______

Summary of Ride
Stretches done before and after ride. Field warm up; walk/trot
Field Trot and Canter Sets; nice rhythm and control
Arena; Dressage Work - walk/halt/walk, trot/halt/trot/ transitions, trot/
halt/stand/trot sets, trot/canter/trot to Right and Left. Trot/walk/trot
to Right and Left
Dressage Tests: Rode Training Test 3; incorrect lead to the Right at canter noted. Lurching from trot into Canter to the right. Corrected on
second attempt.
Arena - Trotting Poles on Circles
Arena - trotted cross rails - 18" - willing and nice rhythm throughout
Jump Arena - Jumped 18" verticals x 2. - bolted after second jump.
Jumped again and done nicely.
Field and off property trail cool down following workout.

Issues: Lurching into canter from trot. Incorrect canter lead to the right at times.
Concerns: May need chiropractic eval / massage if right lead remains off.
Grooming: Applied hoof conditioner. Small scrape to left hock, treated with antibacterial ointment.
February 2, 2013
Duration of Ride
__________
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Issues:
Concerns:
Grooming:

Summary of Ride

Introductory Level

Volunteer of the Year

Junior
Champion

Chloe Rowland

Ladybug

59.999%

Champion

Lisa Beardsley

Cool Man Shade

67.109%

Reserve

Lisa Beardsley

Gallant

66.836%

3rd

Carolyn Belcher

Greyson

66.170%

4th

Lisa Beardsley

Virtuoso

64.844%

5th

Shantel Brooks

Revolver

64.062%

6th

Heather Rodney

Paddington McGhee

62.616%

Beth Gould

Mabel

64.611%

Adult Amateur

Vintage
Champion

Training Level
Champion

Lisa Beardsley

Saddy JR

66.742%

Champion

Lizzy Hudson

Justin Time

71.430%

Reserve

Emily Merritt

Noah

64.230%

3rd

Isabella Holmberg

Glynhafan Panatella 63.455%

Scheryl Smith

Hypnotica

61.886%

Kate Johnson

Seattle Chief

64.127%

Barbara Turner

And a Nod

59.749%

Kate Johnson

Seattle Chief

70.583%

Marge Savage

Willow’s Dream

61.393%

Junior

Open—Vintage
First Level
Adult Amateur
Champion

Vintage
Champion

Freestyle
Champion

Second Level
Vintage
Champion

The Brinkman Medal—Equitation
Champion

Junior Volunteer of the Year
Isabella Holmberg
Sportsmanship Award
Emily Merritt
Jane Price Spirit Award
Pauline Lindstrom
Lynette Wadsworth
Charles R. Dunn Award
Cassidy Spurgeon

Adult Amateur

Champion

Lynette Wadsworth

Heather Rodney

Paddington McGhee 64.312%

Lizzy Hudson
Egor Award
Michelle Velasco & Egor
Remember Jasmine Award
Barbara Turner
President’s Award
Heather Rodney

The FIRST show of the season kicked off
on Saturday, January 19th at the
St. Johns Equestrian Center in Hastings, FL.

GORGEOUS facility—Happy
Horses—Happy Riders!
It was a beautiful day!
CONGRATULATIONS to ALL Riders!

NFDA is pleased to announce the NEW “Judge
My Ride” page! Brian MacMahon, USDF Bronze,
Silver and Gold Medalist, and “L” Graduate, with
Distinction will be sharing his expertise with a
lucky rider EVERY month!

Send Your Photo

You can submit your photo for critique, or you can send your photo with
a link to a short video.
Include a short bio/explanation of your
horse and your ride/video.
Please email to
MacMahonDressage@gmail.com
Photo/Video submission deadline is the 20th of each month for inclusion in the
following month’s newsletter.

Born in Omaha, Nebraska, David Marcus began
riding at the age of seven, having spent years
watching his mother ride. Although he
competed in eventing and show jumping
growing up, it was the highly-technical
discipline of dressage that captured
his attention. In 1996, he made a
decision to take the sport to the
next
level, heading north of the
border to Canada to train
with
Olympic-level coaches
while
also pursuing his university
education.
Success followed, and David represented the United States in five
North American Young Riders'
Championships, winning silver
and
bronze medals as well as
the Captain Andrew B. De Szinay
Sportsmanship
Award. In 2008, David
competed at
the Prix St. Georges
and Intermediaire I level
aboard
Wolkensong,
culminating in the
Reserve Advanced Champion
title at
the Blainville Summer Classic in
Blainville,
Quebec, and the
Advanced
Champion title at
the CNE Classic in Toronto, Ontario.
At the end of 2011, David officially
became a Canadian citizen, and
immediately began representing his
new home country successfully at
the Grand Prix level with Chrevi's
Capital and Don Kontes. In his Canadian Team debut at the 2012
CDIO3* Wellington Dressage Nations'

CLINIC
Sunday, February 24—Monday,
February 25
Longwood Farm South—Ocala, FL
Open to ALL levels of riders
and ALL types of horses
$285/ride
$20/day audit fee
Bring a chair and join in the FUN!
Contact: Kelly Gage 859/699-738
tempichange@gmail.com

Online Registration and
Payment Processing
is now available through the
NFDA website
We are happy to announce that online registration and payment processing is
available for the following Association activities.






Schooling Shows
Initial Membership
Annual Membership Renewal
Special Events
NFDA Logo Gear
Payments will be processed through our PayPal account, which will require you
to set up a user account with them. Once you have an account, you may use a
PayPal account or the credit card of your choice to make payment.
Please visit the website to view these new options:

Schooling Shows: http://www.nfladressage.org/-new--on-line---schooling-showentry-form.html
Initial Membership: http://www.nfladressage.org/membership-application-renewal-2012.html
Annual Membership Renewal (same as above): http://www.nfladressage.org/
membership-application--renewal-2012.html
Special Events: http://www.nfladressage.org/social-events.html
NFDA Logo Gear: http://www.nfladressage.org/nfda-gear.html

SERVICES
APPAREL

AD DEADLINE: Payment
and/or order must be received
by 25th of
preceding month. QUESTIONS: Heather Rodney (904)
294-2563 cell
or rprincess73@yahoo.com.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
NFDA members: First
50 words free (email to
Rprincess73@yahoo.com
by 25th). Additional words at 5
cents per
word. Payment must accompany
order for ads over 50 words.
Non-members: 5 cents
per word. Payment must accompany order.
Note: Classified ads run for
2 months (see months listed in
brackets at the end of your ad).
To renew, notify us by email to
rprincess73@yahoo.com by the
25th of the preceding month
(e.g.,
Jan 25 for Feb issue).
DISPLAY AD RATES:
Two sizes only
Business card size (3.5"x2"):
$10 / month. $120 for 12 issues
Full page: $45 / month or
annual rate $450 prepaid
Check must accompany
order
Ads must be submitted in
electronic format to rprincess73@yahoo.com
SPONSOR ADS: Businesses that offer NFDA members a
10% discount get a free business-card size ad. Ad must be
submitted in electronic format,
and contain the words "10%
Discount for NFDA Members.”

cess73@yahoo.com or 904-2942563.

TACK
17.5” Passier Antares Dressage
Saddle – Medium tree, very good
condition. Does have a few surface
scratches from a barn cat. E-mail
for pics. $800
Jill Morris onthebit@morrisholdngs.com
17” Wintec Isabell with CAIR. Sold
with Medium gullet plate. Saddle
only used maybe 2 dozen times.
Excellent condition. $650
Jill Morris onthebit@morrisholdings.com

18” M Amerigo Cortina
Dressage
Saddle—4
years old.
Contact Shantel Brooks
904-334-3479 or ixitellyixi@aol.com.

17" adjustable
tree king saddle, with new
billets, am
asking $950
firm. The seat
rides larger
MAIL CHECKS TO:
than 17". Con
Heather Rodney, NFDA Ads,
804 Hickory Knolls Drive, Green -tact Michelle
Cove Springs, FL 32043. Make Velasco at
sun-vetmc@gmail.com.
checks payable to NFDA.

9 1/2” Petrie Dressage Boots. Style
3000. These boots are barely broken in. Sell new for $547. Will sell
for $250.
Jill Morris onthebit@morrisholdings.com
Horses

13 yr., gray, registered American Warmblood mare for
sale. She is qualified through
2nd Level, trained through
third. Perfect for an AA or
junior rider. Must Sell!
$3500. Call Lea at 229-2513310.

LOOKING FOR?
Partial Lease Wanted! Experienced AA
looking for a solid third level or PSG
horse to part lease. References. Liz
Yankee, 617-694-8832 or yankee14@comcast.net

Classifieds

NFDA ADVERTISING RULES and
RATES

Personalized, bead
embroidered stock
pins. You pick the
picture and colors—I do the rest.
Starting at $30.
Heather Rodney—
rprin-

February 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

UNF
College
Dressage
Show

1

2
Show
Entry
DUE

Castle Guard
(February 2)

3
NFDA

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

13

14

15

16
NFDA
SHOW

Banquet
Magianno’s

10

Jax Eques

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
Show
Entry

DUE
(3/9/13 Show)

24

25

26

27

28

March 2013
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

31

3

4

5

6

7

Fri

Sat

1

2

8

9
NFDA
Show
Clay Cty

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
Entries Due
for DOTFC
(April 6-7)

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30
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